New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Hawaii Five-O First Season The first season of the re-imagined drama
Hawaii Five-0 finds Lieutenant Commander Steve McGarrett (Alex
O'Loughlin) responsible for leading an elite group of crime-fighters as they
work to solve some of the island's most baffling cases. In his down time,
McGarrett continues the hunt for his father's killers. This drama also stars
Scott Caan, Daniel Dae Kim, and Grace Park. Paramount/CBS
World Cinema / Dum Maaro Dum Director Rohan Sippy's Dum Maaro Dum,
starring Bollywood superstars Abhishek Bachchan and Bipasha Basu, revolves
around an honest, tough cop in Goa who sets out to eradicate the drug Mafia
and a college student who turns to crime when his scholarship to an American
university falls through. The film features a soundtrack from award-winning
Mumbai composer Pritam Chakraboty. Special features on the DVD include a
behind-the-scenes featurette, "Movie in the Making." Fox
The Butcher, The Chef, And the Swordsman Twentieth Century Fox proudly
presents Fox World Cinema - a premier line of extraordinary and diverse films
from around the globe. Celebrating universal entertainment that will thrill,
charm and inspire us all, these highly acclaimed selections belong in every
movie lover's collection. In this fast-paced, "cutting-edge" action-comedy, a
mystical blade transforms the lives of three ambitious men. This trilogy of
intertwined stories based on desire, vengeance and greed proves that the power
of the blade is matched only by the trouble it brings to its owners. Fox
Angel of Evil This action-packed crime thriller relates the bloody career of
Renato Vallanzasca, a daring and handsome outlaw who gained fame -- and
celebrity-style adoration by many during the 1970s with a brazen string of
robberies, kidnappings and murders. Fox
The Big Bang Theory Season 4 "Four seasons in, it is still laugh-out-loud
funny. Every episode, every week. Here's your chance to subject his
conclusion to empirical analysis by watching all 24 Season 4 Episodes! This
season the Big Bang gang's romantic universe expands. On the rebound from
Penny, Leonard falls into the arms of Raj's sister Priya. Sheldon gets a
girlfriend, or rather a friend who is a girl: Amy, a dour neurobiologist who
declares herself besties with Penny. Howard and Bernadette heat up. And so
do Raj and Bernadette (at least in Raj's Bollywood daydream). All in the
furtherance of award-winning genius comedy. Warner
The River Murders An edge-of-your-seat suspense thriller in the vein of
Murder by Numbers and Se7en, the film follows a homicide detective whose
past comes back to haunt him, when his ex-girlfriends become the target of a
serial killer who's determined to destroy him. Bonus materials include
filmmaker and cast commentary tracks and a behind-the-scenes featurette. The
sins of the past are not forgotten in this chilling suspense thriller starring Ray
Liotta, Ving Rhames and Christian Slater. When the first body was discovered,
it seemed a coincidence. But now homicide detective Jack Verdon has cause to
worry: the victims of a series of brutal sex murders are all his former
girlfriends. Suspected by the FBI agent who's taken over the case and
suspended by his captain, Jack must work outside the law if he's to find the
killerand protect what's left of his past. Sony
Dracula The Vampire and the Voivode Shot in Transylvania, Whitby, London
and Dublin this documentary tells the true story of Bram Stoker and his gothic
novel Dracula. The film is produced in association with the Transylvanian
Society of Dracula and features interviews with leading international Dracula
experts. Over the years there has been much confusion between Vlad Tepes
(The Voivode) and Count Dracula (The Vampire). This film separates fact
from fiction and looks at both characters in depth. Script consultant Elizabeth
Miller describes Vlad's reign of terror and debunks the association between
any Dracula and the iconic Castle Bran. Dennis McIntyre of the Bram Stoker
Society takes us to key locations in the author's home town of Dublin and Tina
Rath of the Dracula Society, London visits Stoker's ( and Dracula's) haunts in
the capital city. In Whitby Harry Collett gives a vivid account of Dracula's
association with the Yorkshire seaside town where the Count arrived in
England on a stormy night aboard the Demeter. Romania takes centre stage in
the film and through the expertise of pioneer Dracula expert Nicolae Paduraru
we follow in both Vlad Tepes and Count Dracula's footsteps and explain why
Stoker never left any of his own footprints in Transylvania but instead left an
indelible impression of the Romanian region on the Western mind. Virgil Films
Lunopolis When two documentary filmmakers find evidence of a hidden base
on the moon, they quickly become entangled in uncovering a secret history of
earth that was meant to be long forgotten. After a threatening encounter with
the dangerous and reclusive 'Church of Lunology', they flee their homes only
to encounter David James, a man who unravels the truth behind every
conspiracy theory from ufo's and time travel to immortality and life on the
moon. The cameras continue rolling as they discover earth's secret history, and
a makeshift time-machine that could unlock the very gateway to eternal life.
Time is almost up, but their story cannot end until they face head-on the most
powerful and dangerous religious cult in the history of the world. Virgil Films
Terri A young misfit learns a valuable life lesson from the last person he ever
thought possible in this sensitive coming of age tale from director Azazel
Jacobs. After losing his parents at a young age, overweight Terri (Jacob
Wysocki) was sent to live with his uncle. Life has never been easy for the
embattled young boy, and as his uncle's health begins to deteriorate, Terri
becomes the target of relentless teasing by his cruel classmates. When Terri's
apathetic teachers fail to offer him any guidance, his intimidating vice
principal, Mr. Fitzgerald (John C. Reilly), recognizes a student in need, and
reaches out to him. Through that unlikely friendship, Terri discovers that
outcasts needn't endure life alone, and that by banding together, they can
accomplish great things. Fox
The Cleveland Show Season 2 Join Cleveland Brown and his uproariously
irreverent family and friends for another dose of hilarious animated madness!
This time around, the Stoolbend bunch hits the road, with wild adventures in
Las Vegas, Los Angeles and Hawaii. Featuring 22 outrageous episodes and a
stellar line-up of all-star guests, including the cast of Glee, Kanye West, and
Justin Timberlake - as a singing booger - Season Two of The Cleveland Show
has it all! Stars Mike Henry, Sanaa Lathan, Seth MacFarlane. Fox

